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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Alan Mathison Turing (1912–1954).

Title word cross-reference


adaptivity [Sie13], Add [Fra06]. Adding [Ano09b, Mai06]. additional [AH85]. adventure [Lom05]. African [CFK+91]. After [Daw16, Hod04b, Mur12, Coo12b, CP00, Dav13, Gal06, Par14]. Again [Cas01, Res17]. Against [LA12, DB04]. Age [CK02]. Age [Hal13, Kov03, MBC06, Cop12b, Got96, Hal14, SG17, Bol84, Hod06a, Sal12, Bea84, Hai16, Sut85]. Agencies [Kru05]. Agent [Cas01]. Agnes [Bur11]. AI [SCT+17, Cop09, Cro94, Lev17, Yap12]. aid [PA11b]. al [CFK+91].
al-Khwarizmi [CFK+91]. Alan [Ano99, CK84, Chr16, Coo06a, Dys12a, GKO95, Ham16, Hod12b, Ho85, Kr05, Lie11, Lip11, May01, MMB13, TDCKW84, AB00, AW77, AH85, An096, An000a, An00b, An099, An012d, An012b, An012c, An012h, An013, An015a, App12, Asp80, AB12, AB14, Bar98, Bau12, Ben12, Ble12a, Ble12c, Bro09, CK12a, Cap05, Cas01, Cas13, Che94, Chr10, Chr13, CM96, CS12, CBB12, Coo12b, Coo12c, Coo12d, CV13a, CvL13, CP96, CP99, Cop05a, CP12b, CGLWIR12, Cop12a, Cor07, Dav13, Dav16, DC12, DC13, Don14a, Dow13, Dys12a, Ell13, FH15, FB17, Fre86, Fri05, GRC12, Gam13, Gee12b, Gla01, Gla03, Gla04, GR12, Gla12, Gol12, GKO95, Got96, Gou99, GC12b, GC12a, GC12c, GC12d, GG13]. Alan [Hae12, Har12a, Hei17, Hen11, Hid12, Hii93, Hii91, Hoc87, HG89, Hod83a, Hod83b, Hod85, Hod88, Hod89a, Hod89b, Hod92, Hod94a, Hod94b, Hod95a, Hod95b, Hod97a, Hod97b, HP00, Hod00, Hod01, Hod02a, Hod02b, Hod03a, Hod03b, Hod04a, Hod04b, Hod08a, Hod08b, Hod09, Hod12c, Hod12a, Hod12b, Hod14, Hou12, Hym12, Irv04, IM13, Jac12, Kie12, LCKBJ12, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lei01, Lep04, Lem12, Lie11, Lin02, Lol13, Lov04, Mac12a, Mac12b, Mar12b, MD11, Mel12a, Mic08, MC96, MJ84, M¨uh09, Nan03, Nan09, New55, New12, New03, Num05, OF03, O’R12, Odi12, Pap12, Par14, Pat04, Pat07, Pet08, Pic03a, Pit14, Ran72a, Ran72b, Rob97, Sal04, Sal12, Sau93, Sev12, Sie12, Sol87, Sor05, Str15, Swa13, Tau56, Ter11, Tuo04a, Tuo12]. Alan [The87, THWV88, Tur42b, Tur59, TP06, Tur12, Tur15b, Tur15a, Und13, Unk84, Vin13, Vos13, Web12, Wel12, Whi87, Whi91, Yan12, Zab95, Zab12, Zas18, de 12, vL13, And08, Ano14, Jap84, Av14, Chr15, Dal12b, Ers84, Fai12, Gee12a, Hof83, Lav12, LH83, Lov04, Rid84, Shi14, Shu87]. Alana [Hod02b]. AlanTuring.net [CP01]. Algebraic [Cha95]. Algebras [HTG12]. ALGOL [FOO71, FOO71]. Algorithm [Cal12, BFP07]. Algorithmic [DH10, Dow14a]. Algorithms [Gur95, Par17, SGV94]. Alignment [Don14]. alikes [BA05]. All-Against-All [LA12]. alle [Dys12a]. allegations [Ir04]. Allen [GC12e, Sal12, SCT+17]. aller [GKO95]. Allgemeine [Tur60a]. Allies [AWL+88]. Almost [Tau61b, Tur35a]. Always [OSZ03]. Am [Hod94c]. America [Kru05, DB04]. Americas [Kru05]. amplitude [Dut10]. analog [Cor17]. Analyses [WS00]. Analysis [Cuc12, KW12, Kle95, Tau63b, AB12, AB14, Bil88, CP10, DDL01, Ghe11, Mad12, Sie14]. Analyst [Wil71]. Anatomy [Wal95, Wal09]. ancestry [GC12e]. Andrew [Asp84, CK84, Hof83, LH83, Rid84, Sal12, Shi14, Shu87, vL13]. Anecdotes [SHH81, THWV88]. Anerkennung [Hod12b]. angle [Pro17c]. Anhang.
[Coo06c, Den04, NA06, Tur91, Wat95, Wat09, Wie12, Tur60a, tvN99].
Canada [Sof83, Kru05]. cancellation [Boo52, Tur50c]. canciones [Hid12].
Cantor [Lom05]. Capsule [TDCKW84]. Carpenter [AWL+88]. Cartesian [Eri03]. Case [TDCKW84, Zde03, Che93]. Cash [Tur01c]. castration [Boo52, Tur50c].
canciones [Hid12]. Cantor [Lom05]. Capsule [TDCKW84]. Carpenter [AWL+88]. Cartesian [Eri03]. Case [TDCKW84, Zde03, Che93]. Cash [Tur01c]. castration [Boo52, Tur50c].
canciones [Hid12]. Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
Cathedral [Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Sal12, Dys12c]. Cayley [dC11a].
[Axe12, Ben95, MC12b, MD11, Mar11a, NW12, HS14, Ste90, Zie09].

composer [Ano12e]. Computability [AB12, AB14, BBLT06, Coo06b, CLS07, CDL12, Dow14a, Gas16, Kle95, Soa07, Tur37a, dLMSS56, Che93, CP10, Lip11, Pet08, ST12, Soa14, Soa16, SS15, L¨ow16, Nof17]. Computable [Chu13, Fal10a, FHM14, OG12, Tur36, Dav65, Ghe11, The87, Tur37b, Zen13, Coo08]. computably [Fai10b]. computadora [Lea12]. Computation [ACL12, Aho12, Ano49, AWL +88, Bac12, Baj12, BAC14, Bee95, Buz12, Con12, Coo12a, Dah95, Den12a, DW12, Den12b, Den12c, DC11b, Dre10, DL06, EGW04, Fra12, Fre12a, Gel12, GC12b, Hew13, Jac11, Min72, Mit12, QSW11, Ros12, Sie95, Weg12, Ano04, Blu14, Mar11b, Pap03, Zen13, CLS07]. Computational [Aho12, CM10, DC12, Mar11a, M¨uh09, MJ09, Tra12, Wha09, Wie12, BBLT06, Coo08, DC13, HS14, The87, Zie09]. Computationalism [Sch02]. Computations [Fen95]. Compute [Coo06c, CS11b]. Computer [Ano51, Ano12e, Ano16, Bea84, Ber16, Bia79, BFG +12, Bri90, CK02, CP99, CP04, CP12b, Cop11a, Cop11b, CP17a, CL17b, CH83a, CH83b, Dav95a, Deu85, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Eva81, Fly02, Gee12a, Har12b, Hod06a, KP02, Ken89, Kill14b, Lap96, Lev88, Mic80, Nic17, Spr12, Sut85, Tho18, TDCKW84, Tur72, Wat12a, WTP +06, WCK89, Aga01, Ano96, Ano13, Asp80, BB12a, BB12b, Bre12c, Bro97, BDD15, CK12b, Cop05a, Cip12a, CSS17, Cor17, Das14, Dav00, Dav12, Dew89, Dew93, DT12, Dys12a, Fee15, Goo84, Got96, HH84, Hol90, HH90, Irc17, JTS97, Kill14a, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lie11, DBPZM10, Shi12, Smi05, Str99, Tur50b, Tur51b, Bol84, BTHS12, Dys12a, Spr12, Smi02, And08, Coo06a].

computer-science [Bre12c]. Computerizing [Bee95]. Computers [BBST53, Bia79, Dav95b, DB05, Dys12a, FF63, Goo79a, IM13, Lie11, NA06, Tau63b, Tim04, Wat12b, Wat12c, Cop06, Cor17, Jac12, LCKBJ12, Ran72a, Ran72b, Ran17a, Sch04a, CFK +91, Lav12]. Computes [CDL12]. Computing [And08, Bow53a, Bra13, Bul15, CFK +91, CH16, Cop04, Cop05a, Fef99, Hin17, Kov03, MHR80, Par12, Ros12, Swa13, Ted15, Tur45, Poly0a, Tur50b, T+06, Tur09, Wat12d, CS11a, CP17b, Dys12b, Hen11, HP15, Jac12, LTM +51, Mei12a, Mis09, Wat12m, Yan12, Zie09, CFK +91, CP01, Cas13, Luc95, Luc09]. Concept [TDCKW84, Kan12, Pro17d].


conventions [Tur51a]. Convergence [RV12]. Conversation [Hut95, Hut09, LC01, TP06]. conversations [WS16]. conversion [Tur37c]. convicted [Dav13]. conviction [Ell13]. Cooper [Chr15, L¨ow16]. COPeland [Fu12, Hai16, Hod06a, Jon17, Pet18, Sal12, And08]. corneae [BSK +15].

Corporation [Tur45, Tur72, Daw16, DT12, HS14, Mad12, Poo92, TDCKW84]. Developments [Ano88, AWL +88, Dow14c, Dow14b]. Deviant [CP10].

Game
Bra95, Cop05b, WS16, Cho09, Hod14, Las09, Las95, Lon09, Pic03b, Cho95]. Games [BBST53, LW11, Tau63c]. Gandy [Dah95]. gap [Dys12a]. Gardner [AWL+88]. garuna [JTS97]. garunaren [JTS97]. Gaussian [Tur35b]. Gave [Hod06a, Jac12]. Gay [Cha16, Mar13c, Ell13, Mac12a]. Gaylons [Mar13c].

Generalizations [Nor14]. Generation [TDCKW84]. genesis [Das14]. géniés [VB15, Ano12b]. genio [Rig91]. Genius [Ano12b, OS65, Phi65, Hall17, Hill17, Mac12b, Par14, Rig91].

Geniuses [Isa14]. Geheimschreiber [Joy00]. Geist [Mei12a, Hod94f]. geistige [Dys12a]. gelang [Dys12a]. gene [Blo98]. genealogia [Cap05]. genealogy [Cap05]. General [CH83a, CH83b, NA06, Szu12, LTM+51, Tur60a].

generations [Nor14]. Generation [TDCKW84]. genesis [Das14].


Keira [Bro13]. Kelly [Gec12a, CFK+91]. key [ER68]. Keyboards
[CFK+91]. Keynote [Lis12]. Khwarizmi [CFK+91]. Kidder [Wel06]. kill
[McG12, Par14]. Knew [Coo06a, Lea12, Lea05]. Knightley [Bro13].
Knowledge [Gol95, GF91]. Knuth [CFK+91]. Kode [Brè12a]. Konrad
Künstliche [Fur12].

Laboratory [AWL+88, Fef99, Wil80]. Lady [SHH81]. laid [Dys12a]. laissé
[Mar13b]. Land [Fef95]. Lane [Sal12, GC12e]. Lane/Pantheon [GC12e].
lang [Mei12b]. lang-reichweitiger [Mei12b]. lange [Hod12b]. Language
[BLA+11, CH83a, CH83b, Fen95, HC88, MBS11, EH91, HH84, Hol86, HC87,
HP88a, HP88b, HMRC88, Hol90, HH90, DIMV11, DMV12]. language-based
[EH91]. Languages [Dow12a, Sha09a]. Laplace [Lon09]. Large
[AWL+88, Tur49]. Large-Scale [AWL+88]. larger [Lei01]. Last
[Cle17, Moo15]. LATA [DIMV11, DMV12]. Later
[Sca00, Sca03, Sea95, Sea09, Daw16, Mei12b]. laurate [Fis17].
L’aventure [Lom05]. Lavington [Dal12b, Gec12a]. Law [Kur04, THWV88].
Lazy [Cha94]. Leading [HSD09]. Learner [PA11a]. Learner-
[PA11a]. Learning [EG12, DBPZM10]. leaves [Und13]. Lebens [Bre12a]. Lecture
[Bro05, CV13b, Don01a, Kov03, Mai06, Mai07, Pip04, Rob97, Tur47, Tur95a,
Wel02, TB05, BTHS12, Don01b, Hei17, Pip05, Ran00]. lectures
[Har47, Odi12, Ash87]. Ledger [TDCKW84]. Lee [Joe07]. Leeuwen
[Chr15]. left [Mar13b, Tur35a]. legacies [FRT14]. Legacy [Cho12, CS12, Cuc12,
DC12, DC13, Dow14c, Fef99, FB17, For12, Kar95, Kru05, Lov04, Mü09,
Ano11a, AB12, AB14, Ben97, BC17, CM96, Dow14b, MC96, Ten04a, Und13].
leget [Dys12a]. Leibniz [KP02, Kii4a, Kii14b, Dav00, Dav12, MC12a].
Leistungen [Hod12b]. Lengyel [WWG12]. leopard [Poo91, Poo92].
Leschile [ST12]. Leslie [Tia11]. let [Hum14]. letra [Hid12]. Letter
[Str65, Var14]. Letters [CAC14a]. li [Tur60a, Tur60b, TvN99]. li.vi.5
[CFK+91]. Liberate [Ano10a]. liberté [Lom05]. Library [CFK+91]. Lie
[Tur38b]. Lieutenant [TB12]. Life
[Bra95, Bre12a, Bre12b, Cop04, CB17, Cop09, FH15, GC12d, Hod03b, Kru05,
Lov04, Ter11, Bod17, GC12c, Hod02b, Mac12b, Pap12, Ten04a]. Lifestyle
[Mai06]. light [New03]. like [DDL01, Spr12]. Limit [Sie95, Zab95, CS19].
Limitations [Mar11]. Limits [Kar95]. lineages [BSK+15]. Literature
[AWL+88]. Little [Ive15]. Lives [ZM08, B+11, Wol16]. Local
[Tur51a, Mei12b]. location [Ive15]. Loebner [Zde03]. Logic
[Bea89, Bee95, CL07, Cop04, Dav95a, Dav95b, Dow14c, Hei17, vL13, App12,
Asp80, Dow14b, Dyl12a, GGZ06, Shi14, Tur38c, Tur39, Tur65, Tur01a,
Tur01b, Tan61]. Logical [Ben95, Hod08a, Tur60a, CS19, BBLT06].
logicskaia [Tur60a]. Logician [GG13]. logics [GGZ06]. Logik [Dys12a].
logische [Tur60a]. lokaler [Mei12b]. London
[Shu87, CV13b, Tur47, Tur95a]. lone [Zas18]. Long [RMP11, Mei12b].
long-range [Mei12b]. Long-Term [RMP11]. Look [Hau03, War12, BA05].
Nachwort [Hod94g]. Named [Ste94]. nanopatterns [BSK+15]. nanoscale [TCP+18]. nanotechnology [Wel02]. Narration [Hoc87]. National [Fef99, Tur01c, Wil80]. Natural [DC11b, Gel12, Whi12, Hod97c].

naturalized [Sch88]. Nature [Chu95, Chu09, Coo06c, DC12, DC13, Zen13]. naval [Goo00, Don14, Mah10]. Navy [Gla03, Tur03]. Nazis [Hea15].


Newman [CV13a, GG13, GG17]. News [Fis15, Fis17, McG12, CAC14b]. NJ [Kru05]. no [Sha12]. no-priority [Sha12].


Old [Pro17b]. Omnibus [Bri90, Ken89, Dew89, Dew93]. Once [Cha16, CH16]. one [LC01]. Online [CF98]. ont [VB15]. Ontario [So83].

OO [BB94]. Opening [Den12b]. operate [Jac12]. operating [HP88a]. Operation [AWL+88, Gla04]. Operators [Tauf63a, Iree17, Tau61b].


organisational [Smi15a]. Organizational [AWL+88]. Origin [Dav95b]. Original [Tur72, Kan12]. Origins [Bla14, CK12b, CFK+91, Dia12, MD11, Mic80, Swa13, Asp80, Dys12c, GC12e, Ran72a, Ran72b, Ran17a, Sal12].

Other [AWL+88, CD86, Sch04b, Tau62, Bhu14, CK12a, CD77, Smi15b, TWCD86]. Out-of-the-Box [EG12]. Outlaw [Hod94m]. Output [PR10]. Overcoming [THWV88]. Oxford [Fai12, Hai16, Hod06a, Jon17, Rus89, Sal12, vL13, Man90].

P [Ano96, TDCKW84]. P. [TDCKW84]. Page [Hod97b, Hod97a]. Pages
[Fai12, Ano04, Gee12a, KP02, LH83]. **Pantheon** [CK12b, Dia12, GC12e].

**Papadimitriou** [Ano04]. paper [Lip11, Pet08, Zas18]. **Paperback** [Jon17, Sal12, CK02, Hai16, Hod06a]. **Paperbacks** [Shu87].

**Papadimitriou** [Ano04]. paper [Lip11, Pet08, Zas18].

**Paperback** [Jon17, Sal12, CK02, Hai16, Hod06a]. Paperbacks [Shu87]. Papers [CD86, Lap96, AW77, AH85, Ano11b, Dav65, ER68, TWCD86, AWL+88, MBS11].

**para** [Hid12]. parade [Ano12k]. **paradigms** [Coo08, GS12]. paradox [Gör91, Gör95b, HS82]. **Parallel** [Dah95, IST+10, UST+10]. paranormal [Lea17]. Pardon [Dav13, Hou12, Coa13, Ell13]. Pardoned [Cha16]. Park [Ano11b, Cop06, Cop17a, Gee11, GW14, HS93, Sal04, Sev12, Smi15b, Smi15a].

**Parsing** [ERB08, EBR09]. Part [Cop11a, Cop11b, Cra10b, DH10, Mar11a, Mar11c, Mar11d]. Pasadena [CS11a]. **Pascal** [Jon16, PC88]. Pass [EG12, Len95, Len09, Rap03, Wie12, BB12a, BB12b]. Passed [Hum95, Hum09, Var14]. passing [Zas18]. Passing [Mau09, Zde03]. Passive [BB16]. path [Hej07]. Pattern [Ano09a, BB16, Cai12, KW12, Kon12, LA12, Rei12, RMP11, WS00, Daw16, DDL01, Dut10, Mei12b, SNUM03].

**Patterning** [Ano06b]. Patterns [Ano01, Ano11c, BVE11, CEL10, HSD09, LGB11, LOM+01, Mur12, She12, AS08a, Dil05, GAM11, HM96, KA96, OS91, Poo92, Tia11]. PC [GC12e].


Potential [Ano01, Sie12]. Powerful [LP11]. Pp [CK02, Hod06a, Nic17, Rus89, Sh114, vL13, Boo52, Hai16, Jon17, Kru05]. Practical [Gör95a, SW10, Tur48b, Gou99]. Practice [BFG+12, WTP+06]. pratique [Gou99]. pre [Cor17]. pre-war [Cor17]. Predator
Stored [TDCKW84]. Storia [Hod03b]. stories [Smi15b]. Story
[Hod03b, Lew78, Whi87, DB04, Hea15, HS93]. Strahm [Nof17]. Strand
[LP11]. stravagante [Odi12]. Strawberries [Sch04b]. Street [Kru05].
stripped [OS91]. stronger [Gam13]. Structural [DP02]. Structure
[Kop95, Zas18]. Structures
[DP02, LE91, LKE93, RV12, RAM95, TCP+18, WWG12]. Struggle
[And08, Cop05a, Cop12a]. students [Bro97]. Studies [Goo79b]. study
[GC17a, New03]. style [Nau93]. sublogarithmic [Sze94]. submarines
[McG11]. Subway [Ste94]. succeeded [Dys12a]. Summer [So83]. Summit
[CFK+91]. Sunflowers [Ano12]. super [GS12, Sie13]. super-Turing
[GS12, Sie13]. Supplementary [AH85]. Surface [KW12]. Surfaces
[LOM+01]. Surprises [Hut95, Hut09]. Survey
[Go95, NW12, Rus89, Her88, Her95]. Swansea [BBLT06]. Symbol [Con12].
Symmetry [MC12b]. Symposium [AWL+88, Bow53a, Den12c].
Synchronizability [IT12]. Synchronization [IT12]. syndrome
[Jam06, OF03]. Synopsis [Lav12]. System [KW12, LE91, LKE93, RMP11,
TB12, vL13, Dut10, GS12, Poo92, Shi14, Tur42a, WWG12]. Systems
[CEL10, Del06, HS82, LP11, Tur38c, Tur39, Tur65, Wie12, App12, HP88a,
SNUM03].

Take [Pro17b]. Takes [Wha09]. Talking [RS03]. TAMC [ACL12]. Tape
[Axe12, EH91]. tapes [IST+10]. Tarragona [DIMV11]. Taster [Yap12]. taxi
[Cle17]. Teacher [PA11a]. Teacher-Friendly [PA11a]. Team [Hod94c].
Technical [CFK+91, Mis09, TB12]. Technology
[AWL+88, DKK+98, Don01a, GF91, Gör95a, Mai06, CFK+91].
Telecollaboration [Bro05]. Temperature [PSS11]. ten [Coo12d]. teorija
[Ano90, BBF03, Cra10b, Dew92, EG12, Eri00, EW17, Fre12b, Hod09, Mas12,
Sch12c, VFR+12, War12, Wie12, Bie12, Cro94, Fre12c, Lev17, Llo12, Nau86,
Pat07, Pro17c, PA11b, Shi04, CAC14a, Zas18, BB12a, BB12b, BBF03, CP95,
Cop03, CP04, CP09, Emd03, ERB08, EBR09, Gar95, Gar09, Hod95b, Hor95,
Hor09, Hum95, Hum09, KK09, Len95, Len09, Loe95, Loe09, Moo03a, Moo03b,
Pat04, Pra09, Pro06, Rap03, SCA00, SCA03, SCT+17, Sea95, Sea09, Sha12,
Tra03, Var14, Wha09, Zde03]. Testery [Rob17]. Testing [PA11a]. Tests
[Pav17, SW10, Ste00, Ste03]. Teuscher [Kru05, Lov04]. text [CFK+91].
Textbook [Chr10]. Their [An90, AWL+88, DJ12, IM13]. Them [Rue07].
Theorem [Fra06, NT42, Zab95]. Theorems [CZ12]. Theoretical
[HL02, Man90]. Theorie [Mei12b, Tur60a]. Theories [Roc12]. Theory
[ACL12, AD12, BAC14, BFG+12, CFK+91, CM10, Deu85, Dow12a, Gas6, Tauf61a, Tau61b, Tau63b, Tur60a, WTP+06, WS00, WBM17, Blu14, Cas06b,
DIMV11, DMV12, Dow14a, FHM14, Han12, Joy00, Mar11b, McG11, Mei12b,
Moo15, NT42, PA13, Ric17, Sha09a, Soa16, Ste90, Tur48b, Tur96, Zie09,
Tauf63c, PA13]. There [Par17]. these [Gal06]. Thesis
[AD12, Cot03, Dav06a, Dow12a, Fef06, Ner14, Pic11, Szu12, App12, BA05,
CS19, Gal06, Sha12, Tay98, Par17, Yao03, vL13, Shi14. Things [Kru05].

Think [Den04, Wat95, Wat09, Tur60a, Tur91, TvN99]. Thinker [Kru05, Teu04a, Lov04].

Thinking [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Things [Kru05].

Think [Den04, Wat95, Wat09, Tur60a, Tur91, TvN99]. Thinker [Kru05, Teu04a, Lov04].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].

Third [CLS07, MBS11]. Third [CLS07, MBS11].

Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17]. Thomas [CFK 91, Nof17].

Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18]. Thought [Bow53a, MC96, Bre12c, Coo12, FF63, Gou99, Hol18].

Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86]. Thousands [Aho12, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Jon16, Jor07, Nau86].
Cra10b, Cro94, Cuc12, Cur65, Dal12a, Dav13, Dav00, Dav06a, Dav06b, Dav12, Daw16, DW16, DK90, Del06, Dew89, Dew92, Dew93, DT12, Die13, Dil05, DC11b, DC12, DC13, Don01b, Don14, DDL01, Dow12a, Dow13, DH10, Dow14a, Dow14c, Dow14b, Dow12b, Dre10, DJ12, DL06, Dut10, Dys12a, Dys12b, Dys12c, EGW04, Edm03, EG12, Ell13, EH91, ERB08, EBR09, FH15, Fai10a, Fai10b, Fai11, Fef95, Fef06, FO071, Fis15, Fis17].

**Turing**

[FB17, Flo17, For12, Fre86, FRT14, Fre12b, Fre12c, Fri05, Fu12, Fur12, Gal06, GMC12, Gam13, Gar95, Gar09, GAM11, Gee12b, GS12, Ghe11, Gla01, Gla03, Gla04, GR12, Gla12, Goo79b, Goo84, Goo00, Gör91, GKO95, Gör95b, Got96, Gou99, GC17a, GC12b, GC12a, GC12d, G12, GG12, GS13, GC17b, Gub86, Hae12, Hai17, Hal13, Hal14, Ham16, HL02, Han12, Har03, Har12a, HM92, Har12b, Har47, Has95, Hej07, Hel17, Hen11, Her98, Hew13, Hic08, Hid12, Hil93, Hil91, Hin17, Hoc87, HG89, Hod83a, Hod83b, Hod85, Hod88, Hod89a, Hod89b, Hod92, Hod95a, Hod95b, Hod97a, Hod97b, Hod97c, Hod99, HP00, Hod00, Hod01, Hod02a, Hod02b, Hod03a, Hod03b, Hod04a, Hod04b, Hod08a, Hod08b, Hod09, Hod12c, Hod12a, Hod12d, Hod12b].

**Turing**

[Hod12e, Hod14, HM96, HH84, Hol86, HC87, HP88a, HP88b, H88, HMRC88, Hol90, HS14, Hop84, Hop12, Hor95, Hor09, HSD09, HAC+85, HH90, Hum14, Hum95, Hum09, Hym12, IT12, Irv04, IM13, IST+10, Jac12, Jac11, Jea12, Jor07, KP02, Kan12, Kar95, KvLP88, KW12, Ken17, Kid96, Kie12, Kle95, KA96, Kon12, Kov03, Dea98, KK09, LP11, Las98, LL12, LCKB12, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lea17, LGB11, Lei01, Len04, Len12, Len95, Len09, LE91, LI93, Lev17, Lev06, LOM+01, Lie11, Lip12, Lis12, Liv02, Llo12, Loe95, Loe99, Lol13, Lom05, Lon09, Lov04, Luc95, Luc09, LW11, Mac12a, Mac12b, MBC06, Mai06, Mai07, Mal87, Mar13a, Mar13b, MD11, Mar11a, Mar11c, Mar11d, Mas12, M61, Mei12a, Mei12b, Mic15, Mic80, Mic08, III14, MC96, Moo15].

**Turing**

[Moo03a, Moo03b, MJ84, MI109, MS17, Mur12, Nan03, Nan09, Nan86, Nan93, NW12, NA06, Ner14, New55, New12, New03, Nic17, Noi17, Nor14, Num05, OF3, OR12, OG12, Odi12, OW12, OSZ03, OS91, Pap03, Pap12, PR17, Par14, Pat04, Pat07, PSS11, Pav17, Paz03, PC06, dBPZM10, PC88, Pet08, Pic03a, Pic03b,Pic11, Pip04, Pip05, Pit14, Poo91, Poo92, PR10, Pra01, PA11a, Pra95, Pro06, Pro17d, Pro17b, Pro17c, PA11b, QSW11, RV12, Ran72a, Ran72b, Ran00, Ran12, Ran17a, Rap03, RM00b, RM01, RR12, Rei12, Res17, Ric06, Ric17, Rig91, Rob97, RMP11, RAM95, MC12a, Sal04, Sal12, Sau93, SCA00, SCA03, Sch04a, Sch12a, Sch12b, Sch88, SCT+17, SGV94, ST12, Sch12c, Sea95, Sea09, SW10, Sha12, Sha09b, Sha54].

**Turing**

[She12, Shi04, Shi12, Sie95, Sie13, Sie12, Smi02, Smi05, Soa14, Soa16, Soa17, SS15, Sor05, Spr17, CAC14a, Ste00, Ste03, Ste12b, Ste17, Ste90, Ste94, Str99, Str15, Sut13, Swa13, Swa17, Swi17, Swi04, Sze94, SG18, Szn12, TCP+18, Tau56, Tay98, Ter11, Teu04a, Teu04b, Teu12, The87, Tho18, Tia11, Tim04, Tra03, Tro93, Tro95, Tur40, Tur42b, Tur59, Tur72, TWCD86, TG95, Tur99, Tur01a, TW05, Tur12, TB12, Tur15b, Tur15a, UST+10, Unk84, VFR+12, Var14, Var17, Vin13, Vos13, War12, WS16, Web12, WWG12, Wel12, Wel02, Wel04,
Wha09, Whi87, Whi91, WW17, Wie12, Wil80, WB12, Wol17, WS00, Wri16, Yan12, Yap12, Zab95, Zab12, Zas18, Zde03, dC11a, de 12, Bow53b, Ano90, HS82, Ano90b, Kil14a, Kil14b, May61, Wil10. Turing [Ano04, Bea84, Bla14, CK12b, Dia12, Fef99, Gas16, GC12c, Hod06b, Hai16]. Turing-like [DDL01]. Turing-Powerful [LP11]. Turing-Type [LOM01]. Turing-Universal [DL06, QSW11]. Turinga [Hod02b]. Turingmaschine [FOO71]. Turings [Gla12, Mei12b, Tru11, ST12]. Turmites [Ano89]. Tutte [Hai17]. Tycho Brahe [MHR80]. Two [Ano89, Bau12, HS82, Pra95, Sha54, Ste00, Ste03, McG11, AWL88]. Two-Dimensional [Ano89]. Type [LOM01, Tia11, Tur48b]. types [NT42]. Uncomputable [CS11b]. undecidable [Dav65]. Understanding [Nau93, Cro94, Zen13, Poo92]. Underworld [Wat12g]. unfinished [Sch88]. uniform [OS91]. unique [Ive15]. United [Tro93, Tre95]. unity [Lei01]. Universal [AG11, CK02, Deu85, DL06, KP02, Kil14b, NW12, QSW11, Rus89, Sha54, Acardi, CK12a, Cho12, Cop17b, Dav00, Dav12, FO071, Kil14a, Mei12a, Nau93, Smi02, Wat12m, Arb95, Blo98, CP00, Her88, Her95, RTM04]. Universality [Del06, Mar11d, PSS11, Suit13]. Universe [MC12b, CSS17, Dys12c, HP15, Zen13, Sal12, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Bla14]. universelle [FO071]. universellen [Mei12a]. University [Ano51, CFK91, Fai12, Hai16, Jon17, Kru05, Rus89, Sal12, Shi14, VL13]. UNIX [CH83a, CH83b]. unknown [WS16]. Unmögliche [BT12]. unorganized [Web12]. unpublished [BFP07]. Unsolvable [Fra06]. unsolvable [Dav65, Tur54]. until [Hod12b]. untold [DB04]. Unwin [Shu87]. uomo [Cap05]. Upper [Kru05]. USA [CS11a, Kru05]. use [Hod03a, Tur42a]. USENIX [So83]. Using [PA11a, GAM11, HH84, HP88a, HP88b, Ho190, HH90].
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